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With the advent of cryptocurrency and

blockchain technology comes the govern-

ment’s response to regulate these emerg-

ing technologies. The U.S. Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC), seeking to

stay ahead of these advancements, has al-

ready announced how securities regula-

tions may apply in these nascent

scenarios.1 In conjunction with the U.S.

Commodity Futures Trading Commis-

sion (CFTC), the SEC has expressed no

reservation in regulating the crypto

industry.2 More than one year removed

from the SEC’s July 2017 investigative

report offering insights on the interplay

between securities regulations and the

cryptocurrency industry,3 lawsuits and

penalties from SEC enforcement are on

the rise, with no stoppage in sight.4 In-

deed, the SEC has cautioned investors

who are considering participation in ini-

tial coin offerings (ICOs), fundraising ef-

forts5 by cryptocurrency startups utiliz-

ing blockchain technology to raise

capital.6

SEC Regulation of Initial Coin

Offerings and the Exchange of
Tokens

The principles underlying securities

regulations, although dating back to the

1930s, are equally applicable today as

they were in years past. In other words,

any veiled attempt to shroud a security

offering with modern novelty won’t serve

as a defense even if the existing regula-

tory regime may not fit neatly with a

disruptive technology. For instance, in
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the case of ICOs, that much the SEC has made

clear: “In these cases, calling the transaction an

initial coin offering, or ‘ICO,’ or a sale of a

‘token,’ will not take it out of the purview of the

U.S. securities laws.”7 In its July 25, 2017

investigative report, the SEC, in cautioning is-

suers of digital coins and tokens, concluded that

“[w]hether or not a particular investment trans-

action involves the offer or sale of a security—

regardless of the terminology or technology

used—will depend on the facts and circum-

stances, including the economic realities of the

transaction.”8 As further underscored by Stepha-

nie Avakian, co-Director of the SEC’s Enforce-

ment Division, “The innovative technology

behind these virtual transactions does not ex-

empt securities offerings and trading platforms

from the regulatory framework designed to

protect investors and the integrity of the

markets.”9

To escape oversight, startups have attempted

to tender digital tokens in exchange for crypto-

currency, rationalizing that these tokens do not

represent investment contracts that qualify as

securities. Conceptually, the tokens provide the

purchasers with access to a product or service

provided by the startups rather than serving as a

vehicle of sale for investment purposes. This

token model, shared by many entrepreneurs to

pirouette around SEC enforcement, was en-

dorsed by Victor Santos, the CEO of the

Harvard-born startup CarrierEQ, Inc. d/b/a

Airfax, who had explained that the Airfax ICO

would escape regulatory scrutiny because the

utility tokens offered would allow purchasers to

access items within AirFox’s system.10

This rationale notwithstanding, Airfox re-

cently settled with the SEC and other regulators

after raising $15 million through an ICO in

October 2017 for purportedly failing to register

its tokens as securities. It, along with Paragon

Coin Inc. (both of whom disclaimed liability),

paid a penalty of $250,000 each, with both

agreeing to compensate harmed investors, regis-

ter their tokens under Section 12(g) of the Ex-

change Act, and periodically file reports with

the SEC.11 These results are particularly notable

in large part because the SEC, for the first time,
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did not pursue fraud claims against a token

issuer. In addition, the public (including support-

ers of the cryptocurrency industry) has raised its

eyebrows, as in the case of Ripple Labs, the par-

ent company of the third largest cryptocurrency

in the world, who has faced a barrage of lawsuits

filed by its investors claiming, inter alia, that

the company failed to register its token offering

as a security.12

What is a Security?

Section 2(a)(1) of the Securities Act of 1933

(the Securities Act), and Section 3(a)(10) of the

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the Exchange

Act) define what a “security” is.13 While the

definitions are “slightly different formulations,”

the U.S. Supreme Court has “treated [them] as

essentially identical in meaning.”14

In the watershed case of SEC v. W.J. Howey

Co.,15 the U.S. Supreme Court noted that a secu-

rity included an investment contract, which is “a

contract, transaction or scheme whereby a per-

son invests his money in a common enterprise

and is led to expect profits solely from the ef-

forts of the promoter or a third party.”16 In other

words, the Howey test, as it has become known,

finds that there is a security with the satisfaction

of three elements: (i) an investment of money,

(ii) in a common enterprise, (iii) with a reason-

able expectation of profits to be derived solely

from the entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of

others.17 The Supreme Court recognized that the

test “embodies a flexible rather than a static

principle, one that is capable of adaptation to

meet the countless and variable schemes devised

by those who seek the use of the money of oth-

ers on the promise of profits.”18

The SEC and courts, relying on the flexibility

of the Howey test, have placed ICOs under a

careful microscope in determining whether the

issued tokens should have been registered with

the SEC prior to their offering.

Recent Applications of the Howey Test
to ICOs

A recent application of the Howey test to

digital tokens came from the Honorable Gonzalo

P. Curiel in SEC v. Blockvest, LLC.19 In

Blockvest, LLC, the SEC accused Blockvest,

LLC and its chairman and founder, Reginald

Buddy Ringgold, III, of violating both the Secu-

rities Act and Exchange Act by offering and sell-

ing digital assets called BLVs without register-

ing them as securities.20 The SEC further alleged

that the defendants engaged in fraud by cloak-

ing the enterprise with improper legitimacy by

falsely claiming that the BLV ICO was sanc-

tioned by the SEC, CFTC, and National Futures

Association; Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited

had partnered with and audited the defendants;

and the Blockchain Exchange Commission, a

fictitious regulatory agency created by the defen-

dants, had approved the token offering.21

Already granted a temporary restraining order

to freeze Ringgold’s assets, prohibit the destruc-

tion of documents, and obtain expedited discov-

ery, the SEC requested a preliminary injunction

to continue these conditions.22 As a government

entity seeking injunctive relief, the SEC had the

burden of showing a prima facie case of previ-

ous securities violation and a reasonable likeli-

hood that the defendants will repeat the

violation.23 The Court could not provide any

injunctive relief if there were “disputed ques-

tions of fact.”24

To prove a previous securities violation, the
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SEC had to show that the BLV tokens qualified

as securities under the Howey test. Judge Curiel

concluded that the government failed to meet

the first and third prongs of the test.25 In particu-

lar, the SEC could not demonstrate an invest-

ment of money, which required assessing the

“promotional materials, information, economic

inducements or oral representations at the semi-

nars” relied upon by the investors before they

purchased the test BLV tokens.26

To challenge the SEC’s case, Ringgold swore

that the investors were instead testers who, while

they provided less than $10,000 in consideration,

did not receive any tokens; instead, these were

sophisticated investors who had a relationship

with and were vetted by Ringgold and whom

Ringgold retained exclusively to test the

Blockvest, LLC platform, not to purchase any

tokens.27 Relatedly, and to challenge the satis-

faction of the “expectation of profits” prong of

the Howey test, Ringgold affirmed that the

testers did not expect any profits.28

In response, the SEC also argued that Ring-

gold had 17 other investors who had remitted

funds to Rosegold Investments LLP, purportedly

the only investor of Blockvest, LLC, but Ring-

gold testified that these were mainly family and

friends who did not rely on any representations

related to Blockvest, LLC and simply did not

care what the investments were for.29 These af-

firmations were enough to create a dispute over

the facts related to these two prongs of the

Howey test, thereby preventing the Court from

determining whether a security was offered.30

As a result, the SEC could not demonstrate a

prima facie showing of a previous securities

violation and, therefore, no injunctive relief

could follow.31 The parties will likely engage in

further discovery and, should dispositive mo-

tions fail, proceed to trial sometime next year.

Two weeks after the Blockvest decision, the

Honorable Susan D. Wigenton of the U.S. Dis-

trict Court for the District of New Jersey, in the

putative class action Solis v. Latium Network,

Inc., came down with the opposite conclusion.

In considering the defendants’ motion to dis-

miss, the Court held that the Complaint passed

muster by sufficiently alleging that the sale of

Latium tokens could constitute a violation of the

Securities Act because they were unregistered

with the SEC.32 In particular, the Court con-

cluded that Latium tokens—which were sold to

investors such as the lead plaintiff through an

ICO as a means to utilize Latium’s blockchain-

based tasking platform—appeared to be securi-

ties under the Howey test.33 Conceding the first

prong of the test, the defendants disputed that

there was a common enterprise and a reasonable

expectation of profits derived solely from the ef-

forts of others.34

The Court disagreed. First, a common enter-

prise was present through “horizontal com-

monality,” meaning the allegations, taken as true

for purposes of considering the motion, showed

that there was a “pooling of investors’ contribu-

tions and distribution of profits and losses on a

pro-rata basis among investors.”35 Second,

Howey’s third prong was met by averments that

the defendants’ promotional materials and pub-

lic statements galvanized people, such as the

lead plaintiff who purchased over 200,000 to-

kens, to participate in the ICOs with the promise

of “better financial returns.”36 Further showing

that the tokens were meant to generate profit as
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opposed to a means to use the tasking platform

was Latium’s white paper, which described how

the tokens would generate compensation for its

executives.37 In line with Courts that do not

require that the profits be derived exclusively by

others, the New Jersey federal court found that,

because the investors were completely depen-

dent on the defendants to ensure the success of

Latium and its platform, the Complaint ad-

equately showed that any profits “primarily

resulted from Defendants’ efforts.”38 With the

Howey test met, the Court concluded that “[b]e-

cause the [Latium] tokens were never registered

with the [SEC], Plaintiff may maintain a cause

of action against Latium under Section 12 of the

Act.”39

Further Guidance

Needless to say, while the regulatory land-

scape is less murky than before, questions

remain. To the extent digital tokens qualify as

securities, for example, this finding will have a

lasting impact on secondary markets and ex-

changes that trade such tokens, exposing many

to legal risks. Inescapably, when tokens satisfy

the Howey test, issuers must decide on whether

to register the tokens with the SEC and issue

them in a public offering or rely on a number of

exemptions, including, among others, Regula-

tion Crowdfunding, Rule 506(c) of Regulation

D, and Regulation A+, the three exemptions that

permit general solicitation without any territo-

rial limitations on sales within the United States.

By the same token, ICO offerors will inexorably

need to consider the implications of the Invest-

ment Company Act, U.S. Bank Secrecy Act,

Commodity Exchange Act, Internal Revenue

Code, and state securities laws.

Oversight by the CFTC, moreover, warrants

examination. On September 26, 2018, Judge

Rya W. Zobel of the U.S. District Court for the

District of Massachusetts entered an order hold-

ing that the CFTC has the power to prosecute

fraud involving virtual currency.40 Judge Zobel’s

order reaffirmed the CFTC’s anti-fraud and anti-

manipulation authority over “any. . . contract

of sale of any commodity in interstate com-

merce,”41 and so in addition to the regulatory

authority of the SEC, the CFTC has regulatory

power to monitor, ban and penalize “any ma-

nipulative device, scheme, or artifice to defraud”

in connection with the sale of a commodity.42

The CFTC successfully litigated in 2018 chal-

lenges to its jurisdiction to regulate virtual cur-

rencies under the Commodity Exchange Act and

its implementing regulations.43

To crystallize the SEC’s regulatory umbrella

overseeing ICOs, William Hinman, director of

the SEC’s Division of Corporation Finance, has

promised that a “plain English” guide is cur-

rently in the works to apprise the public on how

any potential token offering may qualify as a

security: “We also will be putting out more guid-

ance, the idea is a plain English instrument that

people can look at and they’ll bring together sort

of my Howey-meets-Gary speech, and that

analysis. . . . We’ll elaborate on that in a very

plain English way. . . .”44 Relatedly, the SEC

has developed the Strategic Hub for Innovation

and Financial Technology, or FinHub (https://w

ww.sec.gov/finhub), a new division devoted to

assisting fintech startups navigate the contours

of securities regulation.45

In the alternative, token issuers may wish to

consider a number of options to permissibly
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escape regulatory oversight. For instance, they

could provide prospective purchasers with the

necessary disclosures to definitively disclaim

any expectation of a profit. Or they could pro-

vide purchasers with greater concrete rights in

the project, including rights as a manager or

more robust voting rights, so that they are not

dependent on the creators of the tokens. That

way, the purchaser strays away from the cate-

gory of passive investors highlighted by Direc-

tor Hinman: “The purchaser usually has no

choice but to rely on the efforts of the [ICO] pro-

moter to build the network and make the enter-

prise a success. At that stage, the purchase of a

token looks a lot like a bet on the success of the

enterprise and not the purchase of something

used to exchange for goods or services on the

network.”46 In addition, token issuers could

intentionally target purchasers who would use

the digital asset for personal use or consump-

tion, which, according to the U.S. Supreme

Court, falls outside the definition of a security.47

Director Hinman even offered other

alternatives: “[C]onduct the initial funding

through a registered or exempt equity or debt

offering and, once the network is up and run-

ning, distribute or offer blockchain-based tokens

or coins to participants who need the functional-

ity the network and the digital assets offer. This

allows the tokens or coins to be structured and

offered in a way where it is evident that purchas-

ers are not making an investment in the develop-

ment of the enterprise.”48 As in the case of

Bitcoin and Ether, Director Hinman acknowl-

edged that if “the network on which the token or

coin is to function is sufficiently decentralized—

where purchasers would no longer reasonably

expect a person or group to carry out essential

managerial or other efforts—the assets may not

represent an investment contract.”49 In this

instance, the concern for material information

asymmetries (one of the several legal underpin-

nings supporting the disclosure requirements of

the Securities Act to protect investors) recedes,

and consequently there is no security.

Overall, the burgeoning cryptocurrency in-

dustry has galvanized SEC and CFTC oversight

and enforcement, necessitating the need for fur-

ther legal guidance to meander this ever-

changing regulatory landscape. Of course, not

all is indecipherable: ICO issuers have the bene-

fit of knowing that, at a minimum, the Howey

test will apply, the 70-plus-year-old test that

determines that a security is a security.
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district and circuit until recently followed it and
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Exchange Act section 13(b)(2)(B), added to

the 1934 Act as part of the Foreign Corrupt Prac-

tices Act of 1977, is concerned with internal ac-

counting controls. The statute requires that there

be sufficient controls to ensure that transactions

are executed as directed by management; to

permit the preparation of the financial state-

ments; and to ensure that access to assets is

permitted only in accord with management’s

authorization. The section underscores the fact

that management serves as the steward of the

shareholders’ investment.

The “internal accounting controls” focus of

the section has been repeatedly emphasized by

the Commission in a variety of cases that range

from FCPA corruption actions to those centered

on accounting fraud. Two recent developments,

however, suggest that issuers take a new look

from a different prospective when evaluating

internal accounting controls: The Commission’s

section 21(a) Report on Certain Cyber-Related

Frauds (October 16, 2018) and its FCPA settle-

ment, In the Matter of Vantage Drilling

International.1

The report is well grounded in the language

of the statute and the traditional views of the

agency regarding internal accounting controls,

citing at points the history of the section. The

Report also ties those notions together with risk

management policies, stating that “[c]ybersecu-

rity risk management policies and procedures

are key elements of enterprise-wide risk man-

agement, including as it relates to compliance

with the federal securities laws,” quoting from

the Commission Statement on Guidance on Pub-

lic Company Cybersecurity Disclosures.

Subsequent sections of the report emphasize

that the cyber schemes investigated were typi-

cally simple and there were often numerous red

flags. Yet there were repeated failures. Those

failures resulted in many instances because the

personnel did not take the appropriate steps or

fully appreciate the situation. As the report

states: “Systems of internal accounting controls,

by their nature, depend also on the personnel

that implement, maintain, and follow them.”

This “human element,” tied to section

13(b)(2)(B) concepts adds a dimension to the

traditional discussion of internal accounting

controls.

Key to the ultimate outcome of Vantage Drill-

ing is a similar concept. That action involved in

the first instance a relatively new drilling firm

seeking to acquire a deep-water drilling vessel

under construction at a Korean ship yard for a

Taiwanese shipping magnate identified as Direc-

tor A. Through a series of agreements Vantage

Drilling was to acquire the deep-water drilling

vessel and other assets. As part of the deal, the

shipping magnet would become a director. No

due diligence was done on Director A.
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Vantage Drilling later learned that Director A

made misrepresentations at the same ship yard

in connection with another vessel and even at

one point claimed not to be able to pay for a ship.

Yet the drilling firm “did not enhance its internal

accounting controls in regard to its transactions

with respect to Director A,” according to the

order. That failure ultimately took the firm down

the path to a bribery scheme hatched and exe-

cuted by Director A.

While the order in Vantage Drilling does not

specifically discuss the “human element” of

internal controls in those terms like the Report,

the reason to strengthen the internal controls in

that action was the risk posed by Director A.

Stated differently, the man was not trustworthy

and tying the enterprise to him put the steward-

ship of management, and thus the shareholders’

investment, at risk. Vantage Drilling, however,

failed to recognize this risk and take precaution-

ary steps—a failure which resulted in its undo-

ing when the bribery scheme was uncovered in

the now infamous “Operation Car Wash” scan-

dal in Brazil.

Vantage Drilling’s failure is little different

from that of management at the various firms

cited in the report. When faced with an untrust-

worthy Director A—as with the cyber threats—

management failed to act as an effective stew-

ard, failed to take the proper steps or even to

appreciate the risks to the enterprise and thus

the shareholders’ investment. It is this human el-

ement of internal accounting controls, and the

failures with regard to this element, that was

critical to the actions underlying the Report and

in Vantage Drilling.

It is the emergence of this human element of

internal accounting controls that is critical to the

cyber-security report and the FCPA case. It is

the recognition of this element which issuers

must carefully consider and evaluate in terms of

risk, training and the testing of internal account-

ing controls in the future.

ENDNOTES:

1In the Matter of Vantage Drilling Interna-
tional, Adm. Proc. File No. 3-18899 (Nov. 19,
2018).
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It’s been nearly a decade since Najib Razak,

the former prime minister of Malaysia, launched

the 1MDB state investment fund intended to fa-

cilitate growth for Malaysia’s middle class.

However, an unprecedented level of greed,

corruption, bribery, and theft has transformed
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this investment fund into one of the most con-

troversial examples of financial mismanagement

in history, implicating politicians and financial

institutions in a multi-billion dollar heist that is

playing out in front page headlines.

Most prominently, the U.S. financial jug-

gernaut, Goldman Sachs, is at the center of the

scandal, as the bank both helped facilitate the

fund’s expansion and was complicit in its

mismanagement. Most recently, Malaysian au-

thorities filed criminal charges against Goldman

Sachs, accusing the bank of knowingly defraud-

ing the Malaysian public of more than $6 billion.

It’s the most recent iteration of the many legal

implications that Goldman faces.

As The New York Times concluded, “Goldman

recently received subpoenas from New York

regulators, held talks with federal prosecutors

and is likely to incur billions of dollars in

penalties. It is one of the most serious crises in

the bank’s 149-year history.”1 The consequences

have been steep. Goldman’s stock has plum-

meted 27% since November 2018, and both the

bank’s financial liability and internal integrity

are being questioned.

Goldman took some steps to extricate itself

from the scandal. For instance, the bank termi-

nated Tim Leissner, the senior banker for the

1MDB project who personally netted millions

in fees, but the move seems trite amidst a dia-

tribe of accusations aimed at the bank.

Of course, a scandal of this magnitude at a

prestigious financial institution like Goldman

Sachs raises a lot of questions. Most promi-

nently, how could something like this happen?

The answer, it turns out, is startlingly simple

and frustratingly avoidable.

Outdated Compliance Measures

Financial institutions live within a highly

regulated environment, and Goldman invests

heavily in its human-based compliance

measures. According to former Goldman Sachs

CEO Lloyd Blankfein, the bank has increased

compliance staff by more than 3,000 employees

since 2012 to support heightened compliance

efforts.2 These employees monitor and enforce

clearly outlined rules and regulations that gov-

ern the industry, but they rely on self-reporting

and whistleblowers, rather than a foolproof

monitoring and oversight system in addition to

the self-reporting guidelines in place.

Goldman attributes the 1MDB scandal to

rogue employees who avoided compliance mea-

sures for personal gain. Characterizing the Gold-

man employees involved in the project as rebel-

lious and misguided, Mr. Blankfein asserts,

“These are guys who evaded our safeguards, and

lie, stuff like that’s going to happen.”3

However, when it comes to compliance re-

porting for the 1MDB project, U.S. prosecutors

note that Goldman’s “system of internal ac-

counting controls could be easily circumvented

and that the firm’s business culture, particularly

in Southeast Asia, at times prioritized consum-

mation of deals ahead of the proper operation of

its compliance functions.”4 Goldman employees

describe a “culture of secrecy” at the financial

institution,5 a factor that likely made it easier for

employees to work around compliance

measures.

Taken together, it’s clear that Goldman’s
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compliance protocols were insufficient, failing

to account for the real-world dynamic of power,

greed, and financial incentive for avoiding

established restrictions. In short, this moral and

financial catastrophe was avoidable, and it’s

important to ensure that it is prevented from hap-

pening again.

A Natural Next Step

What’s needed is robust user activity moni-

toring software to bridge the gap between the

onus of human reporting and the nefarious

incentives that encourage people to circumvent

these procedures. In doing so, Goldman Sachs

and other financial institutions can create an

electronic, automated oversight model that

makes it more difficult for employees to break

the law. With features like real-time alerts and

digital forensic evidence, organizations can

demonstrate intent to comply with regulations

while documenting any instances of malicious

employee actions.

For example, employee monitoring software

can establish rules that monitor user behavior

and activity, serving as both a guardrail and a

deterrent to bad behavior. Using these automated

guidelines, from the boardroom-down, the com-

pliance team can receive a warning notifying

them to a potential problem while equipping

them with the tools to stop specific events before

they cause a bigger headache. The 1MDB scan-

dal is almost a decade in the making, and, with

these systems in place, it’s possible that Gold-

man Sachs could have prevented its prolifera-

tion long before it engulfed the bank.

Of course, if misuse or criminality does oc-

cur, employee monitoring software provides the

digital forensics to quickly identify anyone

responsible, ensuring that accountability is

swift, accurate, and complete. Hearsay is inher-

ently difficult to corroborate, but recorded com-

puter user sessions are indisputable, providing

real-time or historical evidence of an employ-

ee’s digital activity.

Goldman’s involvement in the 1MDB scandal

should be a warning to other financial organiza-

tions as proof that the consequences for malfea-

sance can be incredibly costly. Goldman will

endure dramatic fines that will impact their bot-

tom line, and the reputational damage will take

years if not decades to repair.

By deploying proper technology oversight,

financial firms can guard against the next scan-

dal, which protects both their brand and their

employees from the cascading consequences of

inaction. In 2019 and beyond, monitoring, audit-

ing, and forensic capabilities should be a top

priority for organizations operating in regulated

industries like the financial sector.

Goldman Sachs was late learning this lesson,

but it can be an instructive moment for everyone

else, and it means that now is the perfect time to

make sure that your company isn’t the next to

endure an embarrassing and expensive scandal

like 1MDB.
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On August 13, 2018, President Trump signed

into law the Foreign Investment Risk Review

Modernization Act, or FIRRMA, legislation

designed to enhance US national security and

protect US technological achievements and

superiority.

FIRRMA contains a number of provisions

that modify the scope and responsibilities of the

Committee on Foreign Investment in the United

States, or CFIUS, in light of a constantly shift-

ing economic landscape accentuated by expo-

nential technological growth and advancement.

A Brief History

CFIUS dates back to an executive order

signed by President Gerald Ford in 1975. Soon

after, CFIUS developed into a multi-agency

committee heavily influenced by the executive

agencies of the US government responsible for

the economy, national security, and foreign

intelligence. Thirteen years later, in 1988, the

purview of CFIUS was expanded by an Act of

Congress known as the Exon-Florio amendment

to the Defense Production Act. Among other

expansions, the effect of the Exon-Florio amend-

ment was to give CFIUS the ability to review

and prohibit any foreign acquisition of a US

business that could threaten US national

security.

It would be 18 years until CFIUS saw another

major overhaul. What spurred this second major

change was public discontent over a Dubai

company’s planned 2006 acquisition of a com-
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pany that managed a number of US ports. This

controversy prompted Congress to reform

CFIUS via the Foreign Investment and National

Security Act of 2007, or FINSA. FINSA gave

Congress greater oversight over CFIUS, in-

creased accountability among CFIUS member

agencies, and expanded its scope by including

critical infrastructure as part of the CFIUS

national security protection mandate.

Then, in the summer of 2018, Congress en-

acted the FIRRMA revisions to CFIUS jurisdic-

tion and process. FIRRMA contains a number of

provisions that modify the scope and responsi-

bilities of CFIUS to better protect US national

security interests with respect to both foreign

government-controlled and private investors.

Addressing Complexity—Evolving
Jurisdictional Scope and Critical Focus
on Technology

Generally speaking, CFIUS jurisdiction ap-

plies only to covered transactions, which his-

torically have been any merger, acquisition or

takeover resulting in foreign control of any

person engaged in interstate commerce in the

United States. More specifically, the CFIUS

mandate has been to review any covered trans-

action that might have an impact on US national

security. Transactions where the acquiring entity

is a foreign government (or controlled by a

foreign government) have been given particular

scrutiny. Under FIRRMA, the scope of these

covered transactions has been re-assessed and

expanded.

Since FINSA was enacted, CFIUS has faced a

number of operational challenges as foreign

investment transactions have increased both in

number and complexity. In the past, transactions

that fell under CFIUS jurisdiction have only

included transactions that resulted in a “control-

ling” foreign interest. Historically, “control”

meant that either the foreign person would

acquire a majority interest in the US business, or

that the foreign person would acquire a minority

interest which resulted in a significant ability to

decide important matters related to the US busi-

ness (although CFIUS has found ownership at

low levels—e.g., 15% with a board seat—suf-

ficient to grant “control”). Under FIRRMA,

however, CFIUS now has jurisdiction over

certain non-controlling investments, particularly

those related to critical technologies, critical

infrastructure or a US citizen’s sensitive per-

sonal data, unless the investment is truly

“passive.” Accordingly, under FIRRMA, even a

non-controlling investment will be a covered

transaction if it affords a foreign person: (i) ac-

cess to material non-public technical informa-

tion; (ii) membership or observer rights on a

board of directors or an equivalent governing

body; or (iii) any involvement in substantive de-

cision making (other than the voting of shares).

Furthermore, under FIRRMA, critical tech-

nologies include certain emerging and founda-

tional technologies. This focus on non-

controlling investment and transactions

involving critical technology could have poten-

tially significant implications on a range of

technology transfer transactions including joint

ventures.

FIRRMA also clarifies that CFIUS jurisdic-

tion will be triggered by any change in a foreign

person’s ownership or control rights in respect

of a US business that could result in foreign

control of a US business or an investment in a
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US business relating to critical technology, criti-

cal infrastructure, or sensitive personal data.

What About Real Estate?

Prior to FIRRMA, while the acquisition of a

business in which a majority of the assets were

real estate would have been subject to CFIUS

jurisdiction, the mere acquisition of real estate

would not have triggered a possible CFIUS

review. In recent years, however, CFIUS has

developed and begun to review transactions

involving the acquisition of a US business in

close proximity to sensitive US government

facilities. Under FIRRMA, CFIUS jurisdiction

has been expanded to include any type of real

estate transaction in which the property is lo-

cated within or in close proximity to an air or

maritime port, US military installation, or any

other property of the US government determined

to be related to national security.

An Exception for Certain Investment
Funds

FIRRMA contains a special exception for

indirect investments by a foreign person held

through an investment fund. Under FIRRMA,

membership of a foreign person as a limited

partner or an equivalent on an advisory board or

a committee of an investment fund investing in

critical technology, critical infrastructure or

sensitive personal data would not trigger CFIUS

jurisdiction if:

1. The fund is managed exclusively by a gen-

eral partner or an equivalent;

2. The general partner or an equivalent is not

a foreign person;

3. The advisory board or committee does not

have the power to approve, disapprove or

otherwise control investment decisions of

the fund or decisions made by the general

partner or an equivalent relating to invest-

ment held by the fund; and

4. The foreign person does not otherwise

have any power to control the fund.

Balancing Interests—Investment and

Innovation

As FIRRMA moved through the legislative

process special efforts were made to balance the

US government’s interest in encouraging foreign

investment with efforts to enhance protection

against the shifting nature of national security

risks. Accordingly, FIRRMA limits CFIUS juris-

diction to transactions that pose a threat to US

national security via an investment in a US busi-

ness or US real estate. An expanded scope (e.g.,

the transfer of technology outside the US where

there is no investment in a US business) would

have begun to overlap with the US export control

system (specifically as it relates to dual-use

technology), making it more difficult for innova-

tors based in the US to raise funding and move

forward with research. A CFIUS scope broad-

ened in this way would have incentivized re-

search and development outside of the United

States, potentially harming the US security

interests that CFIUS was designed to protect. In

some ways, FIRRMA is narrower in scope than

analysts had previously predicted based on

earlier drafts of the law. Under the final version

of FIRRMA, CFIUS has not been granted the

authority to review outbound transfers of intel-

lectual property or technology unconnected to

an investment in a US business.
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Competition and Security—Special
Concerns

In a section of FIRRMA titled “Sense of

Congress on Consideration of Covered Transac-

tions” CFIUS is allowed to consider in its analy-

sis whether a covered transaction involves a

country of special concern. While earlier ver-

sions of proposed legislation specifically identi-

fied certain countries (including China, Russia,

Iran and North Korea), FIRRMA does not iden-

tify such countries by name but suggests that

these are countries that have demonstrated or

declared strategies of acquiring critical technol-

ogy or critical infrastructure that would affect

US leadership in areas related to national

security. The same section of FIRRMA lays out

additional factors which may be taken into ac-

count in considering national security risks.

These factors include:

E The cumulative effect or pattern of transac-

tions by a foreign government or foreign

person;

E The foreign person’s record of complying

with US laws and regulations;

E The impact on the capability and capacity

of United States to meet national security

demands, in particular the availability of

human resources which may be critical to

national security know-how; and

E Issues relating to sensitive personal data

(such as personally identifiable informa-

tion) or cybersecurity vulnerabilities.

Process Reforms—Mandatory Filings
and Procedural Adjustments

FIRRMA has introduced a new, abbreviated

filing option referred to as a “declaration.” A

declaration may be submitted instead of the

complete joint voluntary notice that was required

prior to FIRRMA. It is an abbreviated notifica-

tion, limited to five pages in length, the exact

contents of which are not yet specified by

FIRRMA and are to be set out by CFIUS under

a future regulatory rulemaking process. Not later

than 30 days after receiving a declaration,

CFIUS must take one of the following actions:

E Request that the transactional parties file

the more extensive joint voluntary notice;

E Initiate a unilateral CFIUS review of the

transaction;

E Inform the parties that CFIUS is unable to

take action based on the abbreviated dec-

laration and that the parties may file the

more extensive joint voluntary notice and

request notification from CFIUS that it has

completed its review; or

E Inform the parties that CFIUS has com-

pleted its review.

Under FIRRMA, mandatory filings with

CFIUS will be required for certain transactions.

This requirement will cover any investment by a

foreign person in which a foreign government

has, directly or indirectly, a substantial interest,

which results in the foreign person acquiring,

directly or indirectly, a substantial interest in a

US business. FIRRMA requires CFIUS to define

what constitutes a “substantial interest,” but

FIRRMA does establish two statutory excep-

tions of investments that are not to be considered

substantial interests:

E Investments below a 10% voting interest;

and
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E Certain interests held as a limited partner

through an investment fund (as described

more fully above).

FIRRMA has also authorized CFIUS to re-

quire mandatory filings for other investments

and transactions involving US businesses if they

relate to critical technology. Indeed, CFIUS

recently proposed that, effective November 10,

2018, parties to non-passive investments (both

controlling and non-controlling) will be required

to notify CFIUS of such transactions. (See fur-

ther the inset box “Pilot Programs” below.)

Additionally, under FIRRMA, the CFIUS

review period has been extended from 30 to 45

days. After the review period, FIRRMA provides

for a 45-day investigation period, but CFIUS

will be able to extend that investigation period

by a further 15 days in “extraordinary

circumstances.” These changes become effec-

tive for any review or investigation initiated on

or after the date of FIRRMA’s enactment into

law.

Importantly, for foreign investors, FIRRMA

also now requires more transparency and ac-

countability from CFIUS during the process in

the form of mandatory comments or official ac-

ceptance of a draft or formal filing within 10

business days of the submission of such filing.

This is in contrast to the CFIUS process prior to

FIRRMA in which transaction parties could see

multiple week wait times for draft comments or

acknowledgement of acceptance.

Under FIRRMA, CFIUS has the discretion-

ary authority to require an administration fee in

an amount not to exceed the lesser of 1% of the

transaction value or US$300,000 (to be annually

adjusted for inflation).

Most of the FIRRMA updates to CFIUS do

not take effect immediately, but will become ef-

fective on the earlier of 18 months after the date

of FIRRMA’s enactment (13 August 2018) or 30

days after a public determination by the CFIUS

chairperson that the required regulations, struc-

ture and resources necessary to implement the

new regulations are in place.

What Now? Impact Assessment,
Mitigation Strategies and Beyond

E Parties considering cross-border transac-

tions or investments in which a foreign

person proposes to acquire interests in a

US business should be familiar with the

CFIUS process as modified by FIRRMA.

In particular, if such a transaction involves

any of the aforementioned critical or

emerging and foundational technologies,

we recommend undertaking a thorough as-

sessment and submitting the proposed

transaction for CFIUS review. Also, as

CFIUS jurisdiction now covers certain

non-controlling investments in a US busi-

ness, investors should be aware that this

may allow CFIUS to assert jurisdiction

over smaller transactions and investments

that historically had not been subject to

such regulatory scrutiny.

E As the application of critical technologies

and the demand for data cut across more

and varied industries, it is possible that

CFIUS’ jurisdiction could spread to trans-

actions that might, on the surface, seem

outside of its mandate. For example, as

FIRRMA considers any transaction that

involves potential foreign ownership, con-

trol or collection of sensitive personal data
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to be a covered transaction, businesses in a

number of consumer related sectors could

be implicated: insurance products, health-

care, e-commerce, etc. Transaction partici-

pants should be creative when assessing

whether a particular company uses tech-

nology or personal data in a way that may

be caught by FIRRMA.

E Now that legislation has been enacted,

some stability should begin to return to the

market as there is a degree of certainty that

flows from FIRRMA. FIRRMA should

serve to promote a focus on those transac-

tions that pose more defined risk to US

national security interests. The last couple

of years have generated much regulatory

uncertainty, and uncertainty does not pro-

mote a strong cross-border M&A market.

In this context, it is not surprising that, dur-

ing a period of little visibility as to what

the new FIRRMA rules might look like,

inbound Chinese deals with American

companies declined by 56% in 2017 with

a continued decline through the third quar-

ter of 2018. While many factors have

caused deal making to drop-off, the regula-

tory uncertainty around CFIUS and

FIRRMA contributed to this decline. We

are cautiously optimistic that the enact-

ment of FIRRMA will remove some of the

regulatory overhang in the market.

E In addition, in June 2018, President Trump

announced that he would not enforce new

investment restrictions against China un-

der Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974,

removing a longstanding cloud of doubt

dampening the US-China M&A market.

Had he decided to enact new restrictions,

they were expected to target a number of

key technology sectors, including infor-

mation technology, aerospace, pharmaceu-

ticals, alternative energy vehicles and

robotics. This further clarity in the market

should allow investors to gain a degree of

confidence in the predictability of the

regulatory hurdles in the US-China M&A

process.

E All is not certain though, as a number of

critical regulations still need to be devel-

oped and enacted. The pilot programs

referred to above will inform CFIUS in its

efforts to fully implement FIRRMA. If

these programs are used to introduce ad-

ditional challenges and hurdles for inves-

tors to navigate, a further chilling effect on

international M&A transactions across

multiple industries could arise.

This article was originally published in the

Publications section of the website of Mayer

Brown and is reproduced with permission. All

rights reserved to Mayer Brown. The contents of

this article are intended to provide a general

guide to the subject matter and should not be

treated as a substitute for specific advice con-

cerning individual situations. Readers should

seek legal advice before taking any action with

respect to the matters discussed herein. For fur-

ther information please contact the authors or

Mayer Brown at mail to: bernadette.tio@mayer

brown.com.
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MARRIOTT DATA BREACH

IS A WARNING FLAG FOR

FINANCIAL FIRMS,

REGULATORS CAUTION

By Richard Satran

Richard Satran is a financial journalist cover-
ing daily and emerging issues for Thomson
Reuters Regulatory Intelligence (TRRI). This
article is based on his recent report on the Mar-
riott data breach.

Banks have avoided the major scandals over

misuse of personal data and massive data

breaches hitting social media and other sectors.

But the threat is growing as bad actors become

more sophisticated in their use of technology

and dark markets to turn data into cash, and

banks’ digital operations expand to unfamiliar

territory.

The recent Marriott International data breach

hit close to home for financial firms, exposing

the personal financial data of 500 million cus-

tomer accounts typically linked to bank-issued

credit cards. Under the European Union’s Gen-

eral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) such a

large-scale cyber-event could result in billion-

dollar fines.

The obvious takeaway from the case was that

cyber criminals go where the money is—and

Marriott’s trove of high-end frequent travelers

offered a rich prize. The breach also showed the

evolving threat of cyber-criminals using high-

tech skills to devastating effect.

Financial services firms have a long history of

protecting financial assets but have less experi-

ence in guarding shared data. The recent past

has shown that personally identifiable informa-

tion is coveted and can easily be turned into cash

on the dark web. And rogue state-funded hack-

ers suspected in many of the incidents may be

the most difficult to thwart.

Bank compliance officers report that they

routinely catch many hackers; but the Marriott

case showed that sophisticated hackers working

like a sleeper cell inside a company’s network

left the company less protected than it realized.

The Marriott breach remains under investiga-

tion by the company and regulators. But already

it flashes warnings for financial firms. Here are

five key concerns:

1. The Marriott breach showed the secu-

rity challenge of building online retail

operations that banks could also face in

their own expansion of online customer

services. In one recent example, the Finan-

cial Industry Regulatory Authority fined

the large investment firm LPL Financial

$2.5 million over alleged inadequate pro-

tection against cyber intrusions. The risk

report issued by the U.S. Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) put

cyber-attacks at the top of its list.

2. The breach underscores the need for

financial firms to have regular cyberse-

curity risk audits. A foundational part of

most cyber-defense programs, such audits

were a key element of GDPR as well as the

groundbreaking New York State Depart-

ment of Financial Services cyber-

regulations that took effect two years ago.

‘‘Marriott should have had a well-

resourced cybersecurity team in place to

constantly probe their networks and sys-

tems for weaknesses, ideally scaled via
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incentivized ethical hackers. Had this been

the case, such an extended breach simply

could not have happened,” said Simon

Migliano, head of research at

Top10VPN.com, a cybersecurity research

consultant.

3. The problem for Marriott arose in its

Starwood Hotels & Resorts unit ac-

quired in 2016; this showed the risk of

data protection in mergers and acquisi-

tions, in which finance firms have broad

exposure. Investment bankers face due

diligence responsibilities in which assess-

ing cyber-risk is a key factor. More impor-

tantly, large banks and brokers are chal-

lenged with continually integrating

sensitive data in acquired units as well as

branch offices, foreign affiliates, counter-

party ventures, and third party vendors.

4. The breach showed that financial firms

need to prepare for cyber-threats that

OCC said were becoming “more sophis-

ticated and more global.” Marriott re-

ported that the intruders appeared to have

penetrated the company’s network deeply

enough to use its encryption tools to avoid

detection over a period of years. Cyber-

attackers frequently cover their tracks by

creating layers of network code that dis-

guises the source of intrusions. The Secu-

rities and Exchange Commission has

called for more funding to meet complex

cyber-risks and to remain relevant as fin-

tech takes over the securities industry. The

OCC has warned bankers that online at-

tacks are “increasing in speed and

sophistication.”

5. The new attack shows that compliance

teams must have an enterprise-wide

overview of vulnerabilities in personal

data used by the firm. Compliance must

play a key role in mitigating regulatory and

reputational risk, especially in spotting and

reporting events quickly. Many regulators

are now requiring notification within 72

hours.

“Breaches are inevitable,” Migliano, of

Top10VPN.com, said. “All it takes is a single

staff member to click on a phishing email or a

hacker to stumble on a new vulnerability. The

only effective cyber-defense strategy is to ac-

cept that reality, get on the front foot, and focus

on detecting intrusions and vulnerabilities as

rapidly as possible and responding in kind to

minimize their impact.”
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FROM THE EDITORS

As the Supreme Court Hears
Arguments in Lorenzo, Liability Hangs
in the Balance

Early in December, the U.S. Supreme Court

heard arguments in Lorenzo v. the Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC), a case that could

potentially impact how the courts assess mate-

rial misstatements, liability in securities fraud,

and even whether simply passing on false infor-

mation constitutes fraud.

Further, the case could likely upend the strict

elements on misstatements and fraudulent-

scheme claims set forth in the High Court’s 2011

decision in Janus Capital Group, Inc. v. First

Derivative Traders.

During the Lorenzo arguments, the eight jus-

tices took up a September 2017 ruling by the

U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit that

had found former investment banker Francis

Lorenzo liable for his role in a scheme to defraud

investors when he sent misleading emails about

Waste2Energy Holdings, Inc., a clean energy

start-up and then-client of Lorenzo’s. (Newly

appointed Justice Brett Kavanaugh did not hear

arguments in the case because he was a member

of the three-judge appeals court panel that previ-

ously reviewed the issue.)

It appeared to Supreme Court watchers that

the justices hearing Lorenzo were possibly

signaling their collective reluctance to further

narrow the definition of who can be held liable

for violating securities laws. Observers noted

that many of the justices seemed to agree with

the SEC, which in 2015 had fined Lorenzo

$15,000 and banned him for life from working

in the securities industry; however at least two

justices—Chief Justice John Roberts and Justice

Neil Gorsuch—seemed to take up Lorenzo’s

side.

The crux of the Lorenzo case stems from

whether a person who did not personally make

fraudulent statements but knowingly passed

them along can be found liable for engaging in a

fraudulent scheme. In Janus—which the D.C.

Circuit cited in throwing out Lorenzo’s liability

over the false statements, but not the SEC

charges of participating in a fraudulent

scheme—the Supreme Court limited the scope

of who can be held liable for false statements to

those with ultimate authority over the

statements.

The appeals panel said the fraudulent scheme

charges had merit because Lorenzo knowingly

produced and sent the false statements in the

emails.

During the arguments before the Supreme

Court, Lorenzo’s attorney contended that send-

ing emails was not inherently deceptive, which

prompted Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg to note

that the emails contained a “succession of

untruths.”

Lorenzo side also argued that the SEC is over-

reaching in trying to attach liability as primary

violators of securities laws to people who at

most are liable for aiding and abetting fraudu-

lent schemes. Indeed, that argument seemed to

carry some weight with some of the justices.

The Supreme Court must rule in the case by

the end of June, and Wall Street Lawyer will be

keeping a keen eye on this one.

John F. Olson & Gregg Wirth
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